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Abstract

Electron impact ionization (E0 = 195 eV) of the 3p-orbital in Argon is investigated

experimentally and theoretically.The triple-differential crosssections (TDCS) obtainedusing a

multi-particle momentumspectrometer(reaction microscope)cover more than 80 % of the full

solid angle for the slow emitted electronup to an energy of 25 eV and a rangeof projectile

scatteringanglesfrom −5° to −15°. Inside the projectile scattering planethe TDCS shapeis in

rather good agreement with a hybrid distorted-wave plus R-matrix (DWBA-RM) calculation.

Outside the scattering planerelatively strongelectron emissionis observedwhich is reproduced

by theory in magnitudebutnot in shape.A systematic studyof theTDCSbehaviorandstructure in

this region indicates thatits origin lies in high-orderprojectile−targetinteraction.

1. Introduction

Atomic and molecularionization by chargedparticle impact is one of the most

fundamental many-body reactionsin physics. Kinematically complete studies on

electron impact, also called(e,2e)experientswerefeasiblealready 40 yearsago [1, 2]

giving very detailed insight into the collision dynamics and target structure studies.

On the one hand,the structureof many-body systems canbe studiedby probingthe

target’selectron momentumdensity directly via electron impact (e, 2e) and photon
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impact(γ, eγ) experiments, seee.g.[3-7] andreferences therein for moredetails. On

the other hand,a large numberof experiments for various target atoms havebeen

performedover the yearsto gain insight on collision dynamics,seee.g. [8, 9]. These

studiesweremostly restrictedto theso-called coplanargeometry wherethe incoming

projectile andboth outgoingelectronsmove in a common planeandemission angles

of the ejectedelectron in the vicinity of the binary and recoil peaks, since these

featureswere assumedfor a long time to contain all the relevant physics of the

reaction. The agreementbetweenstate-of-the-art theories and experimental datafor

this kinematicshasbeensteadilyimproving, especially for simple atomic targets such

as hydrogen and helium [10-12]. Recent experimental advances enable the

observation of thefull coplanarangularrange using magnetic angle changers,seee.g.

[13, 14] or eventhe coverageof the full solid angle usingreaction microscopes[15,

16]. The latter techniqueenabledkinematically completestudies of ion impact[17],

where for thefi rst time strongelectronemission outsidetheprojectile scattering plane

wasdiscoveredasconsequenceof the immensephasespaceacceptance [18]. Up to

the present day, theory cannot reproduce these results consistently. A likely

mechanism vividly discussedin theliteratureis high-orderprojectile−targetscattering,

which becomesparticularly important for small impact parameter collisions [19].

Recently, the measurementsof doubly differential cross sections (DDCS) for

three-body collision dynamicsof proton impact ionization of atomic hydrogenwere

obtainedandrevealagainthe importanceof accurate description of projectile–target

interaction[20]. This interpretationwasalso supportedby studieson electron impact

ionizationwheresimilar out-of-planestructureswere observedfor helium [16, 21].

Here, theories treating projectile−target interaction beyond fi rst order and

non-perturbative calculations[12] were able to reproducethe experimental data at

leastfor largemomentumtransfer.

Interestingly,discrepancies betweenall calculations and experiment remain for

small momentumtransfer. Since high-order projectile−target scattering contributions

should be more important for high atomic numbers, studies on heavy targets are

timely. However,thereis only onerecentstudyfocussingon this issuefor magnesium,
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where the cross-sectionvalueson a cone aroundthe momentum-transferdirection

were recorded [22]. Calculations are able to reproduce the experimental data

qualitatively if the projectile−ion interaction at closedistancesis taken into account

within a distorted-wave model [23, 24]. In other (e, 2e) experiments on argon, for

example in the ionization of the 2p orbital (E0 = 5.7 keV) experimentalresults

emphasizetheimportanceof high-orderelectron−electron interaction [25]. 

Thepresentstudydealswith singleionization of Ar(3p6 1S) coveringa largepartof

the full solid angle for the emitted electron.Most of the previous experiments for

electron impactsingle ionizationof argon in the 3p-shell wereperformed within the

scatteringplaneat variouscollisionkinematics, seee.g. [26-31] andreview articles[8,

9]. Experiments examiningout-of-plane geometries are scarce. Murray et al. [32]

performedmeasurementsfor symmetric scattering geometries, where the incoming

projectile beam was movedout of the planedefined by the two outgoingelectrons

whichhad symmetric emissionanglesandthesameenergy. Honget al. [33] examined

thesymmetryof thebinary andrecoil lobes in-planeand alsoout-of-planefor 100eV

impactenergy.

Herewe present3D-imagesfor electronemissionafter singleionization of argon

at 195 eV impact energyand comparethesewith respective calculations. A set of

crosssectionswasobtainedwith the projectile scattering angle varying from −5° to

−15°, and the ejected electron energy changing from 5 to 25 eV. Our study

demonstratesstrongelectronemission perpendicular to theprojectile scattering plane.

Furthermore,signaturesin the cross section pattern are found that directly point to

high-order projectile−ion interaction. Our experiments are comparedto calculations

within a hybrid first- andsecond-orderBorn plusR-matrix (close-coupling) approach.

Past experimental studieswithin the scattering plane demonstrated that this model

considersthe essential physics of electron−argon scattering and is in rather good

agreementwith theexperimentaldata[29].

2. Experiment

The experiment was performed using a highly efficient reaction microscope which
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wasespecially designedfor electronimpact experiments.Oneof its central featuresis

the direct detection of the fast scatteredelectron e1 in coincidence with the slow

ejected electron e2 and the recoiling ion. Therefore, the scattering plane and the

momentumtransferare determineddirectly without relying on their reconstructionby

meansof the recoil ion momentumas it has to be done using standard reaction

microscopes used for ion impact ionization studies.Since for a given target gas

temperaturethe particles’ momentumspreadincreases with the squareroot of the

atomicmass,therecoil ion momentumresolution deterioratesby a factor of more than

threein going from the light helium to the heavy argontarget.Therefore, the Cold

TargetRecoil Ion MomentumSpectroscopy (COLTRIMS) techniquedoesnot provide

sufficient resolution for heavy targetspeciessuch asargon.

Detailsof the experimentalsetupandprocedure weredescribed elsewhere [34,

35]. Briefly, a well-focused(1 mm), pulsed electron beam (pulse length ≈ 1.5 ns,

repetition rate 180kHz, ≈104 electrons/pulse),producedby a standardthermocathode

gun,crossesanargon gasjet (1 mm diameter, 1012 atoms/cm3), which is producedin a

two-stagesupersonicgasexpansion.Using uniform electric and magnetic fields, the

fragmentsin the final state are projected onto two position- and time-sensitive

multi-hit detectors equippedwith fast delay-line readout.From the positions of the

hits andthetimesof flight (TOF), thevectormomenta of thedetectedparticlescanbe

calculated. It should be notedthat the projectile beam axis (defining the longitudinal

direction) is adjusted exactly parallel to the electric and magnetic extraction fields.

Therefore after passingthetargetgasjet it arrives at thecentre of theelectrondetector

where a central bore in the multi-channelplates of the forward electron detector

allows thenon-deflectedelectronsto passwithout inducing a hit. In this way, a large

part of the full solid angleis covered,100%for therecoil ion and80%for secondary

electronsbelow E2 = 25 eV. As mentionedabove, thecollision kinematics is directly

determinedfrom the two detectedelectronsnot relying on the recoil ion momentum.

Theelectronmomentumresolutiondependson how well the time andpositionof the

ionizing collision canbe determinedand, therefore, mainly from the temporalpulse

width andthefocusdiameterof theprojectile beam in thetarget. For thepresent focus
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diameterof 1 mm and thepulsewidth of 1.5nsthemomentumresolutionof electrons

is betterthan0.1 a.u.As result for the angular resolution the following upper limits

are obtained(full -width-at-half-maximum, FWHM): ∆ϕ = 6° for the azimuth angles

of both thefastandslow final stateelectronsand ∆θ1 = 2° and∆θ2 = 6° for thepolar

anglesof thefastandslowelectrons,respectively.

The present kinematicalconditionswith an impact energy of E0 = 195 eV are

very close to thoseof Stevensonet al. [29] with E0 = 200 eV, where the coplanar

experiments are performed for the scattering angle of −15°. Hence consistency

checks of the cross sectionsobtainedcan be performed at least for the coplanar

geometry recordedin their experiment.An example is shownin figure 1c) for 10 eV

ejectedelectron energyand−15° projectile scattering angle.Since bothmeasurements

are relative, they are normalized to each other in the binary peak region. The

agreementin thecrosssectionshapeis quite satisfactory.Thereis a slight discrepancy

only around240° where the presentresultsare slightly higher than the data from

Stevensonet al.

3. Theory

Thetheoretical and computationalmethod for thehybriddistorted-waveplusR-matrix

(DWBA-RM) approachwasoutlinedin several papers before[36-40] andhencewill

not be repeatedhere.The basic idea is to describe a “ fast” projectile by a distorted

wave, but the initial bound state and the (slow) ejected-electron–residual-ion

interaction via an R-matrix (close-coupling) expansion [36]. Exchange effects

betweenthe projectileand the targetareneglected in the model, and their inclusion

would benon-trivial dueto thefundamentally different treatment of thetwo electrons

involved in the process. However, second-order effects in the projectile−target

interactioncanbeaccountedfor, albeitaftersomesimplifyingassumptions[37].

Theprincipaladvantageof thehybrid DWBA-R-matrix approachis thefact thatit

is a general method accompaniedby a general (non-relativistic) computer code[38].

Hence, it does not rely on either exact (as in atomic hydrogen) or often very

specialized (as in helium) descriptions of the initial target bound state or the final
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ionic states. Instead,multi-configuration expansionsmay be employed to describe

thesestates.Furthermore,exchangebetweenthe(slow) ejected electronandthetarget

is treatedexactly (in a numericalsense), i.e., it is neitherneglectednor simplified via

a local potential approximation.Finally, channel-coupling effects (again for the

slower of the two outgoingelectrons, wherethey aremost important) areaccounted

for aswell.

Thespecific DWBA-RM calculationsfor thepresentwork wereperformed in the

model describedby Bartschat and Vorov [39]. For the initial bound state and the

ejected-electron–residual-ion interactionand the initial boundstate, we started with

thetwo-state approximationproposedby BurkeandTaylor [40] for thecorresponding

photoionization problem. Due to the different selection rules for charged-particle

impactionization,however,we allowedfor total orbital angularmomenta L = 0–6 in

the e-Ar+ scatteringstate. Multi -configuration expansions were employed for the

initial (3s23p6)1S boundstateaswell asfor the(3s23p5)2P and(3s3p6)2S statesof Ar+.

Thelatter two stateswerecloselycoupledto describethee-Ar+ half-collision problem

between the ejected electron and the residual ion. Finally, the projectile–target

interactionwasdescribedby calculatingdistortedwaves for theprojectile in thestatic

potential of the initial target state and then using them to calculate fi rst- or

second-ordermatrix elementsasdescribedin [37].

4. Results

Figure 1a) and b) exhibit the experimental and theoretical fully differential cross

sections as three-dimensionalpolar plots for θ1 = −15° scattering angle of the fast

final state electron as function of the emission direction of a slow ejected electron

with E2 = 10 eV energy.Theprojectileis comingin from thebottom(k0) and scattered

to the left (k1). Thesetwo vectors definethescatteringplane indicatedby thedashed

frame in a). In these3D-plots, the relativeFDCSfor a particular direction is givenas

thedistancefrom theorigin of theplot to thepoint on thesurface, which is intersected

by the ionized electron’s emission direction. The kinematics chosen displays

exemplarily the principal featuresof the emission pattern: It is governedby the
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well-known binaryandrecoil lobes.Thebinarylobeis orientedalongthemomentum

transferq correspondingto electronsemitted in a single binary collision with the

projectile. In theoppositedirectionthe recoil lobeis found, wheretheoutgoing slow

electron additionally backscattersin the ionic potential. The binary peak shows a

minimumalongthemomentumtransferdirection. This is characteristic for ionization

of a p-orbital closeto Betheridge conditions where the transferredmomentum q is

close to the ejected electron’s momentum.If the ion remains a purespectator in the

collision thentheelectroncanonly beejected in such a mannerif it is initially at rest.

This is neverthecasefor a p-orbital havinga nodeat theorigin in momentum space.

Since in the presentmediumto low energyregime the ion always participates in the

collision dynamics the minimum is partly fi lled evenfor perfectBethe kinematics.

Anotherstriking featureis the relatively large crosssection in the angular range in

betweenthebinaryandrecoil lobes.

Regardingthe general shape, the agreement with the DWB2-RM theory which

includessecond-order projectile−target interaction is quite satisfactory. It is known

from previousstudies[29] that, in orderto reach this accuracy,a propertreatmentof

the targetproperties resultingfrom its many-electron character, suchasexchangeand

channel-coupling, is mandatory.In figure 1c) andd) cuts through the3D-patternsare

shown for theprojectilescatteringplaneandtheperpendicular plane indicatedby the

dashed and dotted framesin figure 1a), respectively. Since the experimental results

are relativethe datashownhereandin all following figures havebeen normalizedto

the DWB2-RM valuesat the binary peak(secondpeak whenthereis a doublepeak)

using the coplanar cut. Good agreementbetween theory and experiment concerning

the shape of the cross section in the scattering plane is obvious. While the

second-ordercalculationyields a slightly better binary-recoil peak ratio compared to

thefirst-ordertheory, thereis anoverestimation of thecrosssection in thevicinity of

the scatteredprojectile direction around 300°-360°. Both can be attributed to

post-collision interaction(PCI) betweenthe two outgoing electrons that − although

partially accountedfor in the second-order treatment − is still not included in the

theory to sufficient accuracy.Stronger discrepancies are seenin the perpendicular
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plane(figure1d) betweenthebinaryandrecoil lobes,wheretheexperimental dataare

consistent with a double-peak structure above (0-180° region) and below the

scattering plane (180°-360°).Theory,on the other hand, showsjustonemaximum on

eachside peaking closeto theforwarddirection. Hints on theunderlying mechanisms

and the origin of the discrepanciesare obtained from the following systematic

examinationof the crosssectionbehaviourfor different projectile scattering angles

andejectedelectronenergies.

In figure2, 3D-crosssections areplottedfor anejected electron energy of E2 = 15

eV (k2 = 1.05 a.u.) and threedifferent scatteringangles of θ1 = −5°, −10° and−15°,

corresponding to the momentumtransfers q = 0.44, 0.70 and1.00 a.u., respectively.

The experimental (left column) and DWB2-RM theoretical (right column) 3D-plots

again showthedominantbinaryandrecoil lobes with a minimum along q starting to

appear only for the case of large scattering angles. While the general agreement

betweentheoryandexperimentis good,differencesaretheslightly flattenedshapeof

the experimental binary lobe and a significantly higher crosssection between the

binary and recoil lobes, in particular at θ1 = −5° and −10° (a, b). The cross-section

cutsin figure 3 showa fairly goodagreement, especially with thesecond-Born theory,

inside the scattering plane (left column). The flattened binary lobe in the

3D-representation herecorrespondsto a more narrow profile with the rising slope

shifted to largeranglescomparedto theory.This is again consistentwith PCI and is

modelledbetter by thesecond-ordercalculation. Interestingly, this calculation is quite

satisfying concerningthe observedpeakheightsat largemomentum transfersin the

perpendicular plane (figure 3f). However, the remaining difference in the angular

positioncould becaused by the repulsionbetweenthe two outgoing electrons,which

should give rise to a certain suppression of the cross section along the forward

direction and a shift of the structuresto larger angles in the perpendicular planeas

well. On theotherhand,thedeviationsof thetheoretical results from theexperimental

data increase with decreasing momentum transfer, while the considerable

underestimation of the cross section in the 90°/270° region in between the

binary/recoil peaks questions a sole PCI effect. Nevertheless, the second-order
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calculationis alwaysin betteragreementwith experiment compared to the fi rst-order

modelthuspointingagainto theimportance of high-ordereffects dueto projectile-ion

or projectile−ejected-electroninteraction.Thus, the questionremains which role the

projectile−ion interactionplaysconcerning theperpendicularplanecross section.

Importantinformation is obtainedfrom figure 4 wherefor a fixedscattering angle

of θ1 = −10° crosssections for a rangeof ejected electron energiesE2 = 5, 10, 15, 20

and 25 eV are shown. One can see from the scattering plane data (figure 4, left

column) going from large to small energyE2 that the binary peak changesfrom a

single to a double peakstructure.As discussedabove, this is dueto the Bethe ridge

conditionbeing closelyfulfilled for E2 = 10 eV (p2 = 0.86 a.u.) andevenmorefor E2

= 5 eV (p2 = 0.61a.u.) with q = 0.69a.u.and0.67a.u.,respectively.

Again, the DWB2-RM calculation agrees well with the experimental cross sections in the

binary lobe, except for a certain shift to larger anglesthat is particularly pronouncedfor high

energies (15 eV, 20 eV and25 eV). Therecoil lobeon theotherhandis too low in all cases.Very

intriguing is the behaviour of the experimental cross section in the perpendicularplane (figure 4,

right column)where a single peakaboveandbelowthescattering plane is present for energies E2

= 15 eV andhigher. Theory,beingin not too badagreement at E2 = 25 eV, againunderestimates

thecross section at lower energies. For E2 ≤ 10 eV, theperpendicular-planemaximastartto split

anddevelopa pronounceddouble-peakstructureat 5 eV similar to thebinarypeak. According to

our measurements, theperpendicular-planestructure is closelyrelatedto thebinary-peakstructure.

This is also confirmed by figure1 where both, in the experimental 3D-image (a) and the

perpendicular-planecut (d) a double-peak structure is seenconsistent with the structure of the

binary peak. The angular position of the out-of-plane minimum with respect to the forward

direction is exactly the same as for the binary peak minimum. These observations certainly

suggestthat inelastic collisionswherethe projectile subsequently scatters elastically with the ion

core contribute to a considerablefraction of the crosssection perpendicular to the

scatteringplane.As wasalreadyspeculatedby Schulzet al. [18], thesewould turn the

observedscattering plane with respect to the scattering plane of the knock-out

collision and thus redistributepart of the binary intensity to other directionsaround

the projectile beamaxis. Theory,on the otherhand,is not showing any indication of
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this pattern.In principle,this mechanismis includedin thesecond-order model, since

an integration over all possible scattering directions in the intermediate state is

performed.Hence,we do not havean explanation for thesedeviations at the current

time, other thantheapproximationsmadein themodel that arenot directly relatedto

this mechanism.

5. Conclusions

We have studiedelectronimpactionizationof Ar(3p6 1S) presenting experimentaland

theoretical3D-emission patternsfor the slow final-state electron. In addition to the

binary and recoil lobes,which previously were intenselystudied for the projectile

scattering plane,we observea filling of the crosssection minimum in between both

lobesthat is particularly strongfor electron emission perpendicular to the projectile

scattering plane. Two new observations supportthe interpretation of this being the

resultof high-orderprojectile−targetinteractions, i.e., an elastic scattering processin

the target potential in addition to theelectron knock-out collision. Firstly, the relative

magnitudeof the out-of-planecrosssection comparedto the first-order binary and

recoil peaksis larger whencomparedto thepreviously studiedhelium target[16, 21].

Therefore, there is increasedprojectile−ion scattering strength due to the higher

nuclear chargeandlargerelectroncloudof argon.

Secondly, the structure of the binary lobe consistingof a single peak off the

Bethe-ridge kinematicsandof two peakswith a minimum in between closeto Bethe

ridgeconditions is directly replicatedto thestructureof theperpendicular-planecross

section. A possible sourceis collisionswith additionalprojectile−ion scatteringwhich

canredistributeintensity from thescatteringplaneinto otherdirections.

Given thecomplexity of the targetandthefairly low collision energy of 195eV,

the overall agreementof the DWB2-RM theory is reasonable. At large scattering

angles as well as for high energies of the emitted electron, even the

perpendicular-plane crosssectionis reproduced — exceptfor a slight shift thatcanbe

explainedby PCI not being treatedaccurately enoughin the model. Therefore, the

essential physics including the high-order projectile−ion scattering is, in principle,
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takeninto accountin the theory.On the other hand,for small scattering anglesand

low ejected-electron energies larger discrepancies appear. In particular the

double-peakstructure in the perpendicular-planegeometry is not reproducedby the

calculation.
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Figure 1: Fully-differentialcross section(FDCS)asfunction of thelow energetic

(E2 = 10 eV) electronemissionangle.Theprojectile scattering angleis fixed to θ1

= -15° (q = 1 a.u.).a) Experimental3D-crosssection. b) DWB2-RM calculation.

c) Cut through the scatteringplane indicated by the dashedframe in a). Full

circles: present experimentalresultsfor E0 = 195 eV. Opentriangles: previous

results from Stevensonet al. [29] for E0 = 200 eV. B1 is the first-order

DWBA-RM calculationandB2 is theDWB2-RM calculation. d) Cut throughthe

perpendicular plane indicatedby the dotted frame in (a). Angular counting starts

from theprojectile forwarddirectionclockwise.
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Figure 2. Three-dimensionalcrosssections for E2 = 15eV (k2 = 1.05 a.u.)and

differentprojectile scatteringanglesθ1. a) andd): θ1 = -5° (q = 0.44a.u.).b) ande):

θ1 = -10° (q = 0.7a.u.).c) andf) θ1 = -15° (q = 1 a.u.).Left column:experiment.

Right column: DWB2-RM theory.
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Figure 3: Cuts throughthe3D-crosssectionsof figure 2 with E2 = 15 eV. Left column:

FDCS in theprojectilescatteringplane.Right column: FDCSin theperpendicular

plane.a) andd): θ1 = -5°. b) ande): θ1 = -10°.c) andf) θ1 = -15°.
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Figure 4: FDCS for θ1 = -10° and a range of energiesE2. Left column: projectile

scatteringplane.Right column:perpendicular plane.a) andf): E2 = 5 eV. b) andg): E2

= 10eV. c) andh): E2 = 15eV. d) andi): E2 = 20eV. e)andj): E2 = 25eV.
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